
#

67

Captain

NO

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6041 330 5.08 1.78 35 9 3/4 29 7.88 4.75 103 28

Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

CAREER INFORMATION

OG

YEAR – RD – TM

Prospect (Last, First)

Spain, Quinton
Pro Position(s) DOB (Age)

8-7-91 (27)
Scout Name (Last, First) 

Rodriguez, Rivers

TEAMCOLLEGE

Tennessee Titans

SUMMARY

4th year OG who has started 48 of 50 games, including 15 of 15 in 2018. 1styear under rookie HC Mike Vrabel,

OC/play-caller Matt LaFleur’s West Coast based offense(1styear as a play-caller in NFL), and OL coach Keith

Carter (1styear as an OL coach). Wasbenched in the second half of week 13, but started again the rest of the

season. Solid height, good weight on a top heavy frame, with elite arm length, adequate hand size, and solid AA

due to good agility, foot speed, and quickness, solid explosiveness, adequate bend, and marginal balance. Shows

good mental processing pre-snap by receiving cue from QB then relaying to OC to snap the ball when in Shotgun

and Pistol. Solid get-off on Gap blocks from 2 and 3-point stances. Able to stay square and engage DL and LB in

assigned gap. Shows good understanding of when to stay on DBL and when to move on to the next assignment.

Shows solid footwork to stay level and square. Shows solid ability to locate assignment on Pull blocks. Solid

overall Zone blocking, with solid get off on Zone blocks from 2 and 3-point stances. Solid ability to engage Scoop

blocks due to foot quickness to get to POA, keeps solid wide base and footwork. Shows good ability to locate and

get to POA on reach blocks due to good agility and short area quickness and long arms. Demonstrates solid

ability to block smaller body types in open space/screen plays, such as LB and Safeties. Shows solid ability to

sustain Zone blocks due to his solid base and reach. Solid in Pass Pro, as he is able to set a solid wide base from

2/3 point stances while setting good set points due to quick footwork. Shows good set quickness to intersect

rushers. Able to recognize most inside threat, and when to shift to more immediate threats due to good mental

processing. Able to pick up stunts/twists due to good mental processing. Solid Anchor due to solid back strength

and long arms, able to compete against solid power-rushers, maintaining clean pocket for 3-4 seconds. Good

mental toughness, able to bounce back from poor play, fought to reclaim starting job after week 13 benching.

Adequate overall Gap Blocker, struggles to get push at POA due to adequate play strength and poor UOH (late

and outside). Marginal ability on pull blocksdue to habit of lowering his head before making contact which

results in whiffs, as well as taking false steps when pulling. Adequate ability to sustain blocks due to poor UOH,

resulting in players being able to turn him and make a play on ball-carrier. Sometimes will lower head on

reach/2ndlevel blocks causing him to miss defender and have poor hand placement. Adequate sustaining zone

blocks due to poor hand placement resulting in being levered by DL. Marginal finish on run blocks due to poor

UOH, creating marginal leverage and adequate play strength, doesn’t block through the whistle by coming off

blocks early if he believes the ball carrier is not near him. Is late on punch in Pass Pro resulting in poor UOH. Is

adequate in maintaining half-man relationship vs smaller bodied DL/all types LBs. Marginal ability to deal with

counters due to poor UOH and marginal balance, especially against swim moves. Struggles as Anchor against

good power-rushers, and can be pushed into QB has to go beyond second read. Adequate overall Competitive

toughness due to lack of effort on rollout play-action passes, and marginal aggressiveness show on run plays.

Overall starting OG you can win with because of his mental processing, Pass Pro, and Anchor abilities. Best fits in

quick pass, zone-blocking scheme that allows him to uses his athletic traits. Ideally would benefit from an

experience OL coach to help fix his poor UOH, finishing, and functional strength

UOH, Initial contact on pulls, finishing

Starting OG you can win with in quick pass, zone-blocking scheme that allows him to uses 

his athletic traitsandmental processing, Pass Pro, and Anchor abilities. Limited by poor 

UOH, finishing, and functional strength.

BEST

OG

15 -UDFA- TENWest Virginia (WVUN)

Best fits in quick pass, zone-blocking scheme that allows him to use his short area 

quickness.
SCHEME FIT

PROJECTION

WORST

50

INJURIES

Tapes Viewed

Mental Processing, Pass Pro, Anchor

2018: vs HOU 9/16, vs PHI 9/30, vs BAL 10/14, vs JAX 12/06, @NYG 12/16

25
Games Won

Mental Processing, Pass Pro, Anchor

MEASURABLES

UOH, Initial contact on pulls, finishing

50%
Games Played Games Started

48

KEY STATS

Positions StartedWinning %


